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Abstract: Apache Hadoop is open source software that allows for the processing of large data set sin nodes. 

This work involves non-functional testing of Hadoop application in order to get the observable performance of 

an application. This work also includes the study and observations of performance analysis of Hadoop 

application for various machine architectures like Intel Core 2 Duo, and Intel i3. 
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I. Introduction 
As the technology evolves huge amount of data is getting generated in day to day life by Sensors, 

Smartphone, Mobile devices and by web applications, there are three dimensions involved in generating the data 

they are Volume, Variety and Velocity(3V’s) [1] [4]. Volume defines the amount of data generated from 

multiple systems, which needs to be processed and analyzed. Variety defines type of data getting generated like 

structured data, semi-structured data and unstructured data, analyzing of these types of data is a tedious jobs so 

some scripting techniques can be adopted to analyze these data and involves lot of effort.  Velocity defines the 

rate at which the data is generated due to digitalization, by real-time systems and mission critical application, 

this leads to the emergence of new domain-Big Data in organizations. Testing of this Big Data is crucial task 

and organizations are worried in handling of this data because of lack of knowledge on what to test and how to 

test [5]. Organizations are facing many challenges in forming test strategies for structured and unstructured data, 

setting up on environment and functions of components in Big Data model results in poor quality of data in 

production hit the response times very badly [7]. 

In order to manage accuracy of this data there are many testing types like functional and non-functional 

testing are essential along with error free test data and environment. Functional testing involves testing of 

Hadoop map reduce process and input data validation to ensure both input and output are in good quality and 

validating a extracted data before storing in downstream system [1]. Non functional testing involves testing of 

performance of the system plays a key role in accepting the model. 

 

II. Functional Testing 
Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) makes input data available to multiple nodes. These input data 

can be extracted from multiple sources in structured or unstructured manner and loaded into HDFS by splitting 

files in multiple numbers and process, these multiple files using map and reduce operations finally extract the 

data generated from HDFS and store into downstream systems. 

As we are working with huge data and processing at multiple nodes, there are chances of missing 

quality data and inject of unrelated data leads to quality issues at each stage of the process. Data functional 

testing involves the testing of the data at three phases, they are validation of Hadoop pre-processing, validation 

of Hadoop map-reduces process and validation of Extracted data and store in downstream systems shown in the 

below Hadoop Map-Reduce Architecture [2] [5]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Hadoop Map-Reduce Architecture 
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Figure 1 shows the Hadoop framework for distributed processing of large datasets using map and reduce 

in any node of a system, initially pre-loaded input data is loaded into the HDFS for processing, map process split 

the data and store the intermediate key-value pair’s data from mappers. These key-value pairs are shuffled based 

on the key before sending into reduce phase, reduce phase performs the reduce operation and stores the 

generated output in local file system [9]. 

 

2.1 Validation of Hadoop Pre-processing 

Data can be extracted from various sources and load into HDFS for processing, there are many issues 

involved during this process like data not in format, incorrect data captured from source systems, incorrect split 

of data files and incorrect storage of data. Validation of Hadoop pre-processing includes: 

 Comparing the extracted input file format with the source data format and ensure data extracted in correct 

format. 

 Data captured in input files should match the source data. 

 Proper splits can be made and its compatible with the HDFS distributed file system. 

 Input files should be bigger in size, Hadoop reads the blocks each of size may be in multiple of 64MB, it’s 

good to have the file size in multiple of thousands of 64MB [3] [12] [13]. 

 

2.2 Validation of Hadoop map reduces process 

Once the files are loaded into HDFS, now its Hadoop map-reduce job to process the input files from 

different sources, there are many issues involved in these process includes jobs run correctly in single node but 

not in  multiple nodes, incorrect aggregation of data in reduce phase, incorrect output data format, coding error 

in map-reduce phase, mapper spill size. Validation of Hadoop map-reduce process includes: 

 Tune number of map and reduce tasks appropriately [11]. 

 Validation of data processing and output files generated, output file format should be as per the requirement 

specified.  

 Compare the output file with the input source file formats. 

 Verify and validate the business logic configuration in single node against the multiple nodes [6]. 

 Consolidate and validate the data after the reduce phase. 

 Validate the key value pair generated in map and reduce phase and verify the shuffling activity thoroughly 

[8] [12]. 

 Size of the mapper output is sensitive to disk IO, network IO and memory sensitive on shuffle phase, use of 

minimal map output key-map output value and compressing of mapper output and minimizing the mapper 

output will give the observable performance, this can be done by filter out records on mapper side instead 

of reducer side [3]. 

Compress the intermediate output of mappers before transmitting to reducers, which will reduce the 

less disk I/O and network traffic from reading and moving files around [13]. 

 

2.3 Validation of extracted data and store in downstream systems 

After completion of data processing, output files are generated and moved to downstream systems for 

loading. There are few issues involved in this phase like incorrect rule transformation is applied, incorrect 

loading of files to downstream databases, output files format not compatible with the storage format. 

Validation of post processing includes: 

 Validation of transaction rules before extracting the data. 

 Validation of data corruption in output files and validation of data integrity in a target system. 

 Comparing storage database format and output file format, setting of constraints rules in the target system 

[6]. 

 

III.   Non Functional Testing 
This type of testing involves Performance testing, Failover testing and Load testing to identify any 

bottleneck involved in the process. 

 

3.1 Performance Testing 
Any big data project deals with processing of huge volumes of data in a less time using multiple nodes, 

this data may be structured, unstructured. Performance will be hit badly because of poor design of architecture, 

low level coding standards and poor configuration of parameters so such systems are not meeting the user 

expectations for huge and complex data.  Apart from the above, performance will hit badly due to improper 

input files, most of the map processing jobs are running at reduce phase such as aggregation of data, redundant 

http://blog.cloudera.com/blog/author/todd/
http://blog.cloudera.com/blog/author/todd/
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sorts and shuffle tasks[5], Communication delay between map to reduce phase. These performance issues can be 

resolved by: 

 Maintaining a huge file size of input files. 

 Carefully designing the system architecture by considering the design constructs and performing 

performance test to identify bottleneck.  

 Performance test can be carried out by setting up data in huge volume and infrastructure similar to 

production 

 Using Hadoop performance monitoring tool capture performance metrics such as job completion time, 

caching percentage, throughput, CPU utilization, memory utilization, top number of process consuming 

CPU etc. 

3.2 Failover Testing 

Hadoop architecture consists of HDFS components, job and task tracker, name node and many data 

nodes. There are many chances like components of Hadoop become non functional due to name or data node 

failure, job or task tracker failures etc. Architecture can be designed such a way that it should automatically 

rectify or recover from the problem and start processing data. 

Failover testing is a important in Hadoop implementation and few validations need to be performed are 

frequent checking of edit logs, back up of name node which holds the metadata information, no data loss during 

the data node failures, operation should not halt if any of the data node fails or during replacement of data 

nodes, data replication during the new data nodes, replication is initiated whenever data node fails or data 

become corrupted. There should be constant schedule for Recover Point Objective (RPO) and Recovery Time 

Objective (RTO) in a system and metrics can be captured for RPO and RTO [6]. 

 

3.3 Load Testing 

Its necessary to measure the Hadoop system behavior under both normal and peak load conditions to 

identify maximum operational capacity of an application, any bottlenecks in the application and which element 

causing the performance degradation. For the big data analysis Hadoop system should have capable enough to 

process vast amount of data in the form of files from different sources. Load testing can be carried out in three 

stages Physical testing, Dynamic testing and Cyclical testing [15]. 

Physical testing involves providing the constant input file load for a specified amount of time. Dynamic 

testing involves providing a variable input file load to map-reduce operations. Cyclical testing consists of 

repeated unloading and loading of input files for specified durations and conditions [10]. For each of this load 

testing measure the performance of the system using the below captured metrics: 

 Calculating the average and peak response time of the map-reduce phase, this can be calculated by time 

taken to process the input files and store the computed data in downstream systems.   

 Capturing the CPU and memory utilization. 

 Behavior of map and reduce phases and measuring the response time for each.  

 Throughput that is number of input files (size) processed per second, Error rate and how many concurrent 

users can work on the system.  

 

IV. Analysis And Results 
A We have conducted a experiments with the 4GHZ Core 2 Duo processor, RAM of 4GB and Hard 

Disk of 100GB in Ubuntu 12.04 LTS  and Apple Intel Core i3 64-bit single node system in order to calculate the 

performance of the single node system in terms of number of input file size processed per unit of time i.e 

throughput of the Hadoop application [14], it can be calculated by size of the input file processed per total 

amount of CPU time taken in Milli Seconds. 

Input to the Hadoop application consists of the variable file sizes, at the beginning of the experiments, 

we have split the 1GB file size into 40 files, 20 files, 10 files of equal size and next we proceed with the single 

file of bigger sizes to process the data in a file, The experiments is carried with the Hadoop configured with the 

two mapers and one reducer in Core 2 duo and Intel Core i3 Systems as shown in the below Table 1. 

 
Sl.No Files Total File Size Core 2 Duo Throughput Intel Core i3 Throughput 

1 40 1GB 3452.5 4098.3 

2 20 1GB 3664.6 5168.7 
3 10 1GB 3579.1 5113.1 
4 1 1GB 3890.3 5237.7 
5 1 2GB 4391.6 5355.3 
6 1 5GB 5384.9 5835.6 
7 1 10GB 5540.5 5754.2 

8 1 20GB 5371.4 5904.5 
9 1 30GB 5716.5 6333.5 

Table 1: Throughput for variable file sizes 
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From the above table 1, we can observe that the throughput of the application is very low means 1GB 

file split into multiple files of equal size (first three experiments) and throughput is varies as the files of small 

size and throughput is good if we concatenate the same multiple files (40 files or 20 files or 10 files) and input 

to the application as a single file (1GB file). From the above analysis we observed that Throughput increase as 

the size of the file increases as shown in the below graph: Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Variable File Size versus Throughput 

 

We have further analyzed the rate processing of records defined as percentage of processing of records 

by total number of records processed by machines in a unit amount of time, means rate of processing of Intel 

Core i3 is calculated by percentage of total bytes of processed by Intel Core i3 in unit time divided by total 

records processed by Core 2 duo and Intel Core i3 as shown in table 2.  

 
Sl.No Files Total File Size Core 2 Duo Intel Core i3 

1 40 1GB 45.7 54.3 
2 20 1GB 40.5 55.4 
3 10 1GB 41.2 58.5 
4 1 1GB 42.6 57.4 

5 1 2GB 45.6 54.9 
6 1 5GB 47.9 52.1 

7 1 10GB 49.5 53.5 
8 1 20GB 47.8 54.4 
9 1 30GB 47.4 52.6 

Table 2: Rate of Processing 

 

We have conducted a experiment with Hadoop in core 2 duo and IntelCore i3 systems, to processing of 

records in same files of variable size and found that processing of records in Intel Core i3 is faster than Core 2 

duo as shown in figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3: Rate of Processing of different machines 
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V. Conclusions 
Data quality challenges can be resolved by deploying a well planned testing approach for both 

functional and non-functional requirements. Applying a right test strategies will improve the performance 

quality during processing, pre-processing and post processing. As we discussed in above section we can achieve 

good observable performance from huge single files than multiple files of variable size and necessary parameter 

configuration of mapper and reducer also helps in achieving a good performance of Hadoop application. Big 

Data testing is a specialized stream, tester should built with good data analysis skill set for identifying quality 

issues in data, it will help in identifying defects early and reduce the cost of implementation. 
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